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LIBER SA: Gaining transparent inventory, distribution
and finances total control with SAP® Business One
and SAP® BusinessObjects Lumira
“BYTE has implemented SAP software solutions with accuracy and provided us with
the opportunity to check products delivery of each truck and red alerts on real time,
from the same monitor. Daily, we have a precise, exact and accurate view of cash and
credit collection. Drivers are more satisfied than ever with their job routine and the
most important is that life quality of all of us improved significantly.”
Pantelis Kougios, CEO, LIBER SA
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Company
LIBER SA
Location
Rhodes, Greece
Industry
Consumer Products
Products and Services
Production of high quality
dairy products
Employees
40
Web Site
www.aplos.eu
Partner
BYTE COMPUTER SA
www.byte.gr
Solutions
SAP® Business One
SAP® BusinessObjects Lumira

Executive overview
BUSINESS TRANSFORMATION

14%

Objectives
•• Obtain 360° business view, thorough and in-depth
•• Improve production and material requirements planning
•• Advance quality and time of invoicing procedures and customer
service via Ex-Van
•• Gain real-time access to predefined dashboards and productivity
tools of warehouses and production
•• Enhance warehouse and inventory management

Sales Increase due to
procedures automation

ROI

In less than 12 months

Why SAP
•• Optimized procedures and interactive analysis that eliminate constrains
and obstacles
•• Superior and upgraded reporting procedures with powerful visualizations
by Integrated SAP® BusinessObjects Lumira
•• Access to huge volumes of detailed information at a high rate of speed
•• Trusted data discovery that delivers consistent, real-time information
Read more
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Executive overview

Executive overview

The company

BUSINESS TRANSFORMATION
Resolution
Worked with BYTE to deploy the customizable SAP® Business One solution
and SAP® BusinessObjects Lumira in production, commercial and
accounting departments as well as upgrade capabilities of Ex-Van solution
Benefits
•• Always up-to-date reporting with real-time data
•• Product delivery time and accounting documents issuing reduction
•• Financial results and reports mapping on real time
•• Production cost management & production line improvement through
better planning
•• Life balance of truck drivers restored and enough time for preparation
in premises gained
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100%

Ability to meet the BI
demands of the business

25%

Reduction in truck
drivers’ scheduling
time per day
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The Company
As a company that respects consumers’ needs for
high standards dairy products, LIBER everyday
focuses on increasing the satisfaction of each family
and individual who are fond of buying products with
the brand Aplos. Aplos, which means simple, it’s a
common word that all people use, constantly and for
many reasons. LIBER decided to give this specific
name to its products in order to be recognized by
customers for the simple natural ingredients and
processes it uses to produce dairy products.

With the guidance and support from SAP channel
partner BYTE, LIBER examined its processes and
deployed the SAP Business One® application.
The company has since improved logistics processes
and optimized resource management. It has also
been able to advance production and material
requirements planning.
LIBER can now Run Simple – which means advance
quality and time of invoicing procedures and
customer service via Ex-Van.

The local well-known supermarket chains and
convenient shops trust company’s milk-based
products and derivatives. LIBER understands very
well the importance of tasty and healthy products
and ensures product quality from farm to market
shelf by certificated procedures and daily
inspections. The Aplos dairy products are produced
at the state-of-the-art dairy factory in the island of
Rhodes. LIBER has invested in technologically
advanced systems and equipment, aiming for
products safety, while respecting the environment
and its natural resources.
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